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Jodi Dee is a multi-award winning Author, regular columnist for Bay 

State Parent Magazine, and an avid blogger. She is a mother of three 

with more than 20 years’ experience in early childhood and 

education. Jodi has a Bachelor’s of Arts in Psychology & History and 

a Master’s in Education from Clark University. She is a passionate 

advocate and teacher of emotional maturity, early childhood 

education, and empowering children to learn through creativity, 

autonomy, self-exploration, and discovery. 

Works by Author Jodi Dee 

Multi-National 

Award Winning 

Title, released 

FEBRUARY 2019! 

The Dirt Girl - 
When Zafera goes to 
school for the first 
time, all the children 
laugh and tease. But Zafera does not understand, so she just 
smiles. A beautiful story about shining bright because our 
differences are our greatest gifts. And if you do, others will 

eventually see your light. "A must have for all children!", "Spectacular!", “Wow!”, "Timeless.” 

Upcoming Releases: 

The Little Green Jacket, 2020, is a story about the journey of a little green jacket that travels the 

country through the different lives of children as a hand me down (that also goes up), and ends in a relief effort 
around the world, after a natural disaster. Find out how the little green jacket experiences being a present and 
the importance, power, and magic or giving. 
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Upcoming Releases Continued:  

Create a Home of Learning, 2020, is a guide on how to create a home of learning with the right toys, 

play spaces, and techniques to implement at home. Doing simple things at home will naturally target the 
learning domains of your developing child, while providing years of discovery and learning. A free online 
master class is included with a book purchase!  

 

 

Jesse True™, REMASTERED, 2020, is just a normal little boy, until one day he 

starts changing color based on how he feels. Now, Jesse cannot hide his feelings or 
his truth. Join Jesse in his adventures as he experiences normal everyday things 
children do, trying to navigate his feelings with his new found super power! Another 
award-winning series.  

 
And more… Be sure to check out Jodi’s articles in Bay State Parent Magazine or online at 

baystateparent.com! Author Jodi Dee is available to travel for speaking engagements, readings, classroom 
visits, and Skype or virtual video visits. Please inquire about pricing. 
 
 

Ask about discount classroom/group packages & free downloads. 
Follow Jodi Dee on Amazon, Pinterest, Twitter, IG, and more! 

Contact Jodi at: author@jodidee.com  
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